
A Few Little Changes

To ensure that the school-score-identified bad teachers employed inside our now deficit-
labeled school could not subversively implement any of their untenable old-school practices, an 
excessively detailed, minutely pre-scripted literacy package had been procured – despite the 
shocking number printed on an attendant price tag.  Promoted as being a page-by-page pre-
written, and thus precisely calculated, academic structure, this costly program had been 
particularly assembled to most accurately and effectively work with small mixed-ability classes. 

But.  
Should this suddenly purchased and heavily pre-scripted structure actually be put into 

place as written; should program specifications be honestly and exactly honored?  Well, an 
unbroken loyalty to program fidelity would, administrators now unhappily discovered, entail an 
unimagined sum of financing capital.  To keep expenses down, it was clear that we would all 
have to make...oh, just a few little changes.

I mean really.  
Small classes judiciously capped at twenty students?  
How impractical.  
Big class sizes – even huge class sizes – really, what was the difference?*
And, well, okay; maybe the text studies, work routines and academic practices written so 

carefully into this phenomenally expensive program were geared intentionally toward upper-
level achievers.  Maybe the program’s fundamental design did recognize (and even absolutely 
depend upon) the fact that struggling students learn best from high-ability role models who must 
be made available to them.†  

Surely it was no problem when disengaged financial gurus – seeing no reason to tolerate 
the extra expense of first implementing, and then supporting, mixed-ability classes, essential to 
the program or not – argued that in truly modern days; in days when we could, now, so easily 
access a test-score data and identify student abilities?  We should simply locate our lowest-
scoring students and attentively separate children by skill level.  So what if, rather than following 
an explicit program design, we more efficiently created a few extra-huge double-length classes 
and filled them only with our lowest ability, least literate children.  

This, as everyone in our teaching department was now emphatically told, was an 
implementation solution which could best serve our students.  

And, even more essentially?
It could also best serve district expenditures.

	
 But; well; here’s the thing.  
	
 These suggested structural changes didn’t just not work.  

They really, really, really (oh, really) did not work.
	
 Educators, even those who held the most limited allegiance to an academic effort, began 
to point out glaringly debilitating program issues and inconsistencies.  In a very short time, 
teacher concerns skyrocketed; anxious voices loudly stipulated that the forced implementation of 
this inflexibly pre-scripted program was seriously hurting, rather than helping, a student 
achievement.
	
 Oh my.  
	
 Bad teachers. 

Bad, bad teachers. Voicing opinions.  



Well, we’ve covered this; you know we simply could not have that.  Rather than heeding 
the mounting educator objections, efforts to persuade unhappy employees that their resistance 
was both wrongheaded and selfish escalated, ultimately pushing our entire department into an 
obligatory meeting with one of the authors of our recently purchased program: a genuinely 
important woman being flown in, or so we now were assertively told, at great expense; a 
thrillingly imposing curriculum-writing expert who would soon set us straight.
	
 To give her credit?

She did tell us, immediately and unreservedly, that her program worked.  
And then?
We told her about the true-life program execution occurring in our district.  
Painstakingly we explained that her program’s predetermined twenty students had 

become our uncompromising thirty-five.  Glancing around the table; letting her gaze bounce 
briefly over each teacher, one at a time – delicately she cleared her throat.  With a lightly 
defensive catch in her voice, she stated that her program was only written to be successful with 
small classes.
	
 Tentatively, we began to detail the fact that rather than implementing her program with 
mixed-ability students?  Our now very large, double-length classes had been formed through 
homogenized groupings based only upon lowest scores.
	
 Staring back at us, an increasingly blank look settled upon her face.  Demonstrating just a 
touch of panic, she blustered that her program really couldn’t work if it was implemented…that 
way.  Encouraged, we saw our chance.  Rapidly we began to tell her about having no voice; we 
spoke about the detached, highly punitive execution of inflexible activities; in detail, we 
described our escalating concerns that our students were not learning.  And, outright?
	
 We asked her, as author of the program, to step up; to join forces with us and help.
	
 Closing her eyes, she bowed her head.  Then, sighing heavily, she raised her head and let 
her gaze sweep once again over each teacher at the table.  She and her partner, she explained to 
us, had sold their excessively written and minutely pre-scripted program directly to our district as 
a total package.  Technically?  
	
 They had no control over how it might be placed into our schools.

And, on that note, the meeting ended.
Off she went, back to Texas – where she and her partner continued to compose page after 

judiciously-copyrighted page of their overwhelmingly pre-scripted program.  Earnestly they sent 
each newly created, shockingly pricey section on to our happily posturing district.  

And, perhaps not surprisingly?
	
 We never saw her again. 

*Although endlessly argued, class size debates bypass an essential point.  I have had classes set at 35 which went off 
without a hitch and classes set at 15 which never stopped being overwhelmingly difficult (and vice versa).  Effective 
instruction isn’t so much about a “standardized” class size as it is about the make-up of students: their ages, their 
needs, their abilities, their attendance – and, even more importantly?  The predictably concrete and regularly 
dispensed disciplinary actions offered to educators through a reliably stable, long-term experienced administration.
	

†Few reformers recognize social research which points to the fact that human children learn best, and even 
essentially, through a role modeling which must be made available to them.  Or that, as our nation’s “choice school” 
divisions continue to escalate, and those students most able are methodically separated from those students least able 
– a crucially interactive role modeling is now being nonchalantly eliminated for those children who need it the most.


